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Since the last meeting

• We have been hoping for input on the outstanding open issues
  – 1. Time estimations
    • Things like $\text{AtRateTimeToFull}$, $\text{AtRateTimeToEmpty}$...
  – 2. Capacity reduction per time
    • another measure of aging and battery quality
  – 3. Internal impedance
    • Do we need this?
  – 4. Wireless charging
    • Anything special about wireless charging (e.g. new states)
  – 5. Entity MIB augmentation
    • We’re basically waiting for this to happen now
Next steps

• Open issues have been reposted on the list
• Authors will make suggestions to resolve the open issues if no feedback comes in
• After that the document is believed to be done and will only need to wait on the Entity MIB changes